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Discussion Item Discussion of Eliminating the Area B Parking Permit Program  

Background The Area B permit system was established by Ordinance 1985-68 to allow 25 

residents from less transit-accessible neighborhoods to park near the Takoma Metro 

station. Residents eligible for the permits originally had to live at least .75 miles 

from the Takoma Metro station and more than five blocks from any public bus route 

that terminates at the Takoma Metro station. Parking was reserved by Area B permit 

holders on the southwest side of Takoma Avenue between Baltimore and Buffalo 

Avenues. 

 

When the Ride On Bus Route 16 was extended down New Hampshire Avenue to the 

Takoma Metro station, no Takoma Park residents met both criteria, so the 

requirement to reside more than five blocks from a bus route that terminates at the 

Takoma Metro station was eliminated by Ordinance 2998-24. 

 

In 2003, the Metropolitan Branch Trail construction along Takoma Avenue 

eliminated the designated parking area. Ordinance 2003-38 decreased the number of 

available permits to nine and assigned the permits to residential streets close to the 

Metro station, with the limitation that no more than two Area B permit holders be 

assigned to park on any one block. 

 

Currently, seven residents hold Area B parking permits. One is assigned to the 7300 

block of Baltimore Avenue; two to the 7400 block of Baltimore, and four are 

assigned to the 7400 block of Buffalo Avenue. (I am unsure of the change to four 

permits on this block.) Although the distance from a bus route provision no longer 

applies, six current permit holders live within two blocks of a bus route and the 

seventh lives about four blocks from a bus route. 

 

There have been complaints about the continued issuing of the Area B parking 

permits from at least one resident on Baltimore Avenue. As City staff have been 

looking at the issue, both alone and in conjunction with the ongoing study of parking 

in Takoma Park, there is a general feeling that the Area B permits are no longer 

needed and seem to be giving an unusual benefit to a small number of residents. 

 

Parking permits expire on June 30. If the Council wishes to discontinue the Area B 

parking permits, it would be good to give direction soon so that new permits are not 

made available for the next year. 

 

Policy A Livable Community For All; An Environmentally Sustainable Community 

Fiscal Impact Minimal 

Attachments Ordinances: 1985-68, 1998-24, and 2003-38 



Recommendation Give direction to staff as to whether or not a resolution discontinuing the Area B 

permits should be brought forward for consideration by Council. 

Special 

Consideration 

 

 










